The Aim of the work in this paper is to produce a cushion leather both by handmade and machine embroidery, The design which used was from the safavid period (animal type).
1. Introduction and literature of review.
Safavid Period
The Safavid Empire was based in what today is Iran; this Islamic empire was strong enough to change the ottomans, in the west and Mughals in the east.
The safavid empire lasted from 1501-1722, it is covered all of Iran, and parts of turkey and Georgia, the safavid empire was a golden age of textile arts. Iran was both a producer and exporter of fabulous textile, In the sixteenth century the classical Persian carpet achieved its fully development from under royal patronage, woven silk and velvet reached the most textile advanced in this period. Numerous painted cotton textiles from the nineteenth century are-preserved. Persian ornaments is one of Persian art, it uses mostly floral, animal, geometric, and human ornaments.
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Materials and Methods

The Materials
Leather material was used in this project which was implemented by hand method and machine method.
The methods
There are some tools with leather were used to finish this project as the following: 
Test methods:
Physico -mechanical test for a cushion leather have been carried out to check the quality of leather and the suitability to withstand stress during embroidery or after using it.
2.4.1Tensile strength
Tensile strength and elongation at break was determined according to ASTM 1506-
2007-ES 1506-2007, EG 122/2008
Abrasion resistance
Abrasion resistance was determined according to ASTM 4966-2002, ES 122\2008.
Tearing Strength:
Tearing strength was determined according to IO 13937-4: 2003-ASTMD4533.
Colour fast to abrasion (leather)
Colour fast to abrasion was determined according to ES 122/2008.
Thickness (leather)
Fabric thickness was determined according to ES 122/2008.
Reflecting (leather)
Reflecting was determined according to ES 122/2008.
Results and Discussions:
In this paper, animal design was used by two methods (manually and machine)
to produce acushion application.
Shows the original design from safavid age (1501-1722) Figure ( 19): One of the pieces which found in safavid age in colors of navy, yellow and blue, from the seventeenth century, which represent the two fishes adjacent to each other in circle shape surrounded by geometric shapes in the four corners head.
----------------------------
Machine used
In machine embroidery needle number 14 was used In hand embroidery needle number10 was used
Needles
Production stages of this project:
Handmade production stages Machine production stages 3.2.1 Handmade production stages:
Preparing the material (leather).
2. Clean (leather) with wet sponge.
3. Fix the design on leather material.
4. Tracing the design by transparent paper on leather by empty pen.
5. Start stitching with suitable thread on leather.
Machine production stages:
1. Prepare the design on computer.
2. Recording film (DST) design stitch Tajima on computer embroidery machine.
3. Fixed the film on computer screen of machine embroidery.
4. Adding vasline layer on embroidery machine and select the unit or (design), putting leather, preparing colors for running embroidery which were selected then run on machine to start embroidery.
Final products
The cushion which have been implemented by hand and machine method.
Cushion by handmade.
Cushion by machine.
Analysis of leather cushion:
1-For this project (Leather cushion) Leather material was used.
2-Satin stitches used in both hand embroidery and machine embroidery 3-100% cotton thread is the most suitable in hand embroidery and machine embroidery because it is strong enough to start the work with machine, and to facilitate work with hand embroidery when give excellent covering with its soft colors which enhance the appearance.
4-Spangles and Astras: pieces of glittering metal used for decorating cushion and to fill the spaces gently in both hand embroidery and machine embroidery 5-Needle size is very important for easily implementation in this project to accommodate with nature of materials and its thickness. In this project, needle number 14 in machine embroidery gives the best results, while in hand embroidery needle number 10 gives the best results to avoid the appearance of holes or tears on material.
Problems associated with the machine product:-
Problem Suggestions for solution
• The machine stops for several reasons.
A-cutting of filament because of:
• Adjustment of the machine caliber
• Using filament suitable to the thickness and type of fabric
B-break of needles because of:
• Speed of machine on revolutions
• Dense stitches in the drawing in the place, which leads to break of needle.
• Type of needle is not suitable to the fabric.
• Shuttle is misplaced • Change of shuttle in case the shuttle filament ends. The worker shall assure that the shuttle is filled in all heads before starting the work.
Conclusions
1-The target of this research has been fulfilled.
2-100%cotton thread is the most suitable in hand embroidery and machine embroidery as a result of its suitability while working on hard material like leather to give good appearance 3-Satin stitch was used in both hand and machine embroidery.
4-Needle size is very important factor which was number 10 in hand embroidery and number 14 for machine embroidery for best results.
The new innovation in design:
5-Using Tajima TCMX embroidery machine which speed reach to 700 rpm, the number of needle is 11, and using 15 head, to achieve the best embroidery results.
6-Spangles and Astras which used in hand and machine embroidery add a wonderful look to the whole design and weren't found in safavid period. 
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